Book Reviews

Introduction

Book reviews are articles that critically examine published works.

When searching for a book review, start the search with the year that the book was published. Since book reviews may be published several years after the book’s release, it is a good idea to check the 3-4 succeeding years as well.

Book reviews of recent publications may be found in electronic databases and indexes. Reviews for older publications are usually best found through print indexes of journals. Note that some databases, including JSTOR and 19th Century Masterfile, are exceptions to the rule, as they carry early volumes of journals.

Getting Started

Gathering the following information will aid you in the search process:

- Complete title of the book
- Author’s name
- Publication date
- Subject of the book

If you don’t have this information about the book, you may be able to get more information from Hawaii Voyager, the library’s online catalog.

Database search hints

- Try a keyword search for the title of the book and the word “review” or “reviews.”
- In some databases, you can limit the search to document type. For example, you can search the MLA International Bibliography database by limiting the search to “book article.”
- You can also search for book reviews in subject-specific databases or indexes. For example, Business Source Premier would be good place to look for reviews of new business books.
- Some of the databases and indexes offer full-text book reviews, while others provide citations and sometimes abstracts.
- If the full text is not included in the database, use the find it link to locate an electronic copy of the article.
- To get the full review from databases and indexes that provide only citation information, follow these steps:
  - Try the “find it” link to locate an electronic copy of the book review.
  - If an electronic copy is not available, follow Step 2, and search the Hawaii Voyager library catalog to see if that particular journal is included in our print collection.
  - When you find the journal in the catalog, note the call number. You will need this to locate the journal and the book review.
  - Make sure you have written down the citation information for the book review (journal name, volume, year, page numbers, etc.)
  - If we do not have the journal in the print collection, you may place a request for the library to obtain the review for you following the instructions under Step 3, “Request the item through Interlibrary Loan”, or look for other reviews.

Online Resources

The University of Hawaii at Manoa subscribes to several online databases that are accessible on-campus and remotely. Remote access is available to UH Manoa students, faculty and staff with activated UH ID cards, and will require you to enter your name and barcode. The reverse side of this guide lists several electronic resources for book reviews.
Electronic Resources for Book Reviews

- **Academic Search Premier** (deep backfile for many titles)
- **Alt-PressWatch** (1995-present)
- **JSTOR** (deep backfile; coverage varies)
- **LexisNexis Academic** (1980s – present)
- **MLA International Bibliography** (1963-present)
- **Newspaper Source** (1990s-present)
  1. Use the Advanced Search
  2. Use the Full Search menu to search by Cited Ref Search
  3. Limit the results to book reviews at the bottom of the Cited Ref Selection screen

- **New York Times Sunday Book Review** (searchable 1996-present)

Print Resources for Book Reviews

The following print resources focus on book reviews:

- **Index to Book Reviews in the Humanities** (1960-1990) / Reference Z1035 .A1 I63
- **Book Review Index** (1965-present) Reference Z1035 .A1 B6
- **Combined Retrospective Index to Book Reviews in Humanities Journals** (1802-1974) Reference A13 .C652
- **Index to Book Reviews in Historical Periodicals** (1973-1974) Z6205 .B73

Other resources that might include book reviews include:

- **New York Times Index** (1851-present) Reference A121 .N42
- **Poole’s Index to Periodical Literature** (1802-1906) Reference A13 .P7
- **Social Sciences Index** (1907-present) Reference A13 .S65

Additional help

Please feel free to consult with the library staff at the reference desks or call the Library’s telephone assistance at 956-7214.